Surface modification of poly(L: -lactic acid) affects initial cell attachment, cell morphology, and cell growth.
The object of this study was to develop a highly porous scaffold to be used in regeneration of blood vessels, nerves, and other hollow tissues with small openings. Using the phase-inversion method and a mixture of water and methanol as a coagulating agent, we prepared highly porous flat membranes from poly(L: -lactic acid) (PLLA) with numerous pores both on the surface and in the interior of the membranes. Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells were cultured on the membranes to evaluate initial cell adhesion, cell proliferation, and cell morphology. Adhesion of CHO cells to PLLA was poor: the cells adhered at approximately half the rate observed with a tissue culture polystyrene dish (TCPS). In contrast, adhesion of cells to PLLA treated with a low-temperature oxygen plasma was good; the adhesion rate was the same as that on TCPS. The rate of cell proliferation on the treated membranes was no different from that on the nontreated membranes, but cell morphologies were quite different. The cells on the nontreated membranes were small and round and proliferated separately from one another. In contrast, the cells on the plasma-treated membranes proliferated in close contact with other cells, spreading out extensively in sheet-like formations. Since the plasma treatment not only accelerated cell adhesion but also enabled cells to proliferate in the form of sheets resembling biological tissue, we believe that oxygen-plasma treatment is extremely effective for modifying surfaces of materials used for tissue regeneration.